
Our growing company is searching for experienced candidates for the position of
network planner. If you are looking for an exciting place to work, please take a
look at the list of qualifications below.

Responsibilities for network planner

Accountable for developing what-if supply scenarios to continuously improve
performance relating to both service levels and total costs thru continuous
evaluation of supply, outsourcing strategies, product strategies and the
positioning of inventory across the network
Accountable for leading the Supply Consensus/Network Review process,
communicate decisions and supply impacts to all stakeholders, escalation and
prioritization of supply responses around all issues and opportunities
impacting customer service to stakeholder
Actively participate and support New Product Management teams to ensure
that supply network plans are optimally created and that supply plans are
executed in support of the established timelines
Accountable for developing Supply Plans to promote and support execution
for achieving Customer Service levels and inventory turns per agreed target
levels at all nodes of the GSC
Jointly with External manufacturing Group, actively support the Supplier
Relationship Programs by providing collaborative, rolling, long term
production requirements and supply performance metrics for joint planning
engagements
Define and implement and integrated supply strategy for the global
manufacturing network, including CMOs
Drive and coordinate corrective measures proactively or in the short-term to
meet customer demands in supply by transferring or outsourcing products or
extending capacities
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identification of best-practices
Effective product scheduling and inventory control
Detailed Finished Good Inventory Management and Distribution
Requirements Planning along with overall global responsibility in meeting all
worldwide inventory level requirements while meeting defined Supply Chain
metrics goals

Qualifications for network planner

Partner with Manufacturing, Procurement, Customer Service, Regional Supply
and Inventory Planners, Demand Managers, Sales, Marketing, Finance,
Platform and New Product Development teams to ensure the correct balance
between business or customer requirements and operational capabilities are
formed
Develop, maintain and ensure safety stock levels and relevant master data
settings are managed across the entire company's supply chain network for
their product(s) to meet defined operational goals
Ensure that business and supply chain strategies, which are monitored
through the Business to S&OP Process, are effectively and efficiently
implemented within the SAP SCM planning module to meet defined
objectives
Lead the monthly Supply Planning Review process with their manufacturing
sources of supply to assure product supply requirements are met in an
efficient and cost effective manner
Participate in the Demand Consensus and Integrated Reconciliation
Processes for their product lines
Develop recommended Manufacturing volume budgets and quarterly
reforecasts to meet desired business targets and objectives


